
MCC MEETING THURS. JAN. 10
TH

, 7.30  @  TRAFALGAR   COURT,  W. RANGE. 

1. Apologies received from Stella, Flo, Chrissie  and Eddy. 

2. Unfortunately due to unforeseen computer implosions (!) no minutes were available from last meeting. 

3. Sandra reported that she had completed and returned the Chorlton Arts Festival reg. form for a performance during 

17
th

 to          29
th

 May. 

A full discussion then took place concerning the recent gig at Selfridges, where 60+ choir members performed. 

The outcome is Tudor will write to the Selfridges boss, above the man who dealt on the day. 

Implications for future gig bookings were discussed in great detail, and  Freddi will now prepare a promotional hand-

out that can be sent to future gig representatives, giving our brief resume and needs for initial consideration. 

Freddi offered to “search the web” for any kind of collapsible staging Liz might be able to use in the future. 

4. Concerning the upcoming Northern Harmony, concert and workshop,  

 the committee agreed to be responsible for lunch and charge appropriately. 

 Open Voice choir will be responsible for the interval refreshments. 

 The  Pot Luck  supper after the workshop will be a communal effort. 

 We need to get volunteers to sign up at Sun. rehearsal to  

1. Take money on the door, 

2. Wash and tidy-up 

3. Set up the Pot Luck Supper 

4. Clear up at the end. 

Polly in particular, and Tudor have worked hard to get promotional material created and out , and Polly will announce 

the concert and workshop on Sun. 

5. Liz spoke to us about her projections/ preparation for this year’s Street Choir Festival. 

She mentioned some “tweaks” to choir harmony balance she wishes to make, and she will research further into Laura’s 

band as the choir have been invited to perform with them. 

Freddi mentioned some comments about rehearsal and warm-up issues for Liz. 

6. Also discussed with Liz was the content we will prepare for the new CD. 

The recording man is coming to our Sun. rehearsal. Tudor is organising this. 

We initially project there will be 12 songs from our current repertoire, recorded in March and then maybe 2 more 

sessions. 

Liz discussed possible songs, and added there will be 2 current songs plus a new “peace” song for the S.C.Fest. to learn 

later in the year. 

We will try to book Union Chapel for an extra rehearsal on Sun. 24
th

 Mar.  (who? 

7. Membership numbers were not discussed as Flo was not with us, but Freddi shared attendance numbers. 

8. Tudor produced his report and it was accepted for inclusion at the AGM on Sun. 



9. The website is now live. A para about it will go into Mary’s report. 

10. Some info about the meanings, translations and relevance of our songs was requested by a choir member and we will 

address this. 

11. The agenda of last year’s AGM was revisited, in order to prepare the new one. 

Stella will be leaving choir committee, Mary and Flo are standing down from chair but staying on the committee, and      

Sandra wished  to hand over her role as Events Coordinator to someone else. Freddi is taking this on with kind support 

from  Maggie. 

There will therefore be vacancies for the Minutes and Membership secretaries posts, and up till now only Chrissie has 

expressed interest in taking on the post of Chairperson. 

These posts will be discussed and elected on Sun. 

12. Polly will use her timer for the end of tea-break. 

 Announcements…Northern Harmony workshop and concert, and the sign-up sheet for locking management, which is 

now looked after by Freddi. 

An e-mail concerning possible future refreshment/party arrangements, will be discussed at the next meeting. 

 

          That’s all folks! 

 

 


